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Assumed Reinsurance Commutation
and Processing Services
Due to industry and market changes, many insurers have elected to discontinue the use of
assumed reinsurance. Insurers often have limited in-house resources and expertise available
to manage the remaining reinsurance exposures.
Provide professional management and mitigate long tail exposures
Inpoint’s assumed processing services provide management with the ability to focus on
core operations while having the confidence their exposures are being professionally
managed and mitigated. Our team of experienced professionals contributes to your
success by delivering expertise in the following areas:


Developing proactive commutation strategies to actively mitigate long tail
exposures and allow for a higher level of certainty regarding future risk



Quickly accessing extensive international and domestic industry contacts to
expedite commutation discussions



Providing a contingency plan for the risk of loss of institutional knowledge on
the discontinued business



Providing an industry leading hosted assumed reinsurance system at a
fraction of the cost for a company to license directly



Providing professional claims adjudication and contract interpretation to
ensure no liability for invalid reinsurance claims

We’re here to
empower results
To learn more about
Inpoint’s assumed
reinsurance commutation
and processing services,
contact:
Pat Van Wert
+1.952.886.8373
pat.van.wert
@inpoint.com
Visit aonbenfield.com to learn
more about the world’s leading
reinsurance intermediary and
full-service capital advisor.

Business statistics


Total assumed liabilities administered

$2.0B



Number of open claims

> 10,000



Portfolios currently under management

18



Commutations completed

219



Value of commutations completed

$654M

About Inpoint
Inpoint is the leading global management consulting firm focused exclusively on the insurance and reinsurance
industry. As a trusted advisor with unmatched experience in strategy, claims and operations, we deliver credible
and practical solutions to empower our clients’ financial performance. Inpoint serves clients from offices in Chicago,
Dallas, Minneapolis and New York, and works with experts from Aon's global network of more than 600 offices
in 120 countries.

Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.

